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03.20

1st voice:

Let it be light!

The story goes the Almighty said so

and opened up existence ...

03.30

2nd voice:

Little Sunshine Horse

trods through history,

shining on its darkness

with his forehead sheer.

Vith flames of stakes.

And an idea.

And dreams.

03.48

And then to us it seems,

however lonely,

for a while at least,

we understand the Earth.

/Milan Rúfus/

/Titulky :/

presents

SUNSHINE HORSE

or

No Time Left
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04.00

2nd voice:

The story about the Sunshine Horse

started

when the Sun and the Earth

found their place

after the Big Bang.

04.09

Then the Sun started

to radiate its heat

awaking our Earth to life.

1st voice:

04.29

Once upon a time

there was a country dark as night,

for the Sun never on it shined.

Luckily the King of this country

had one horse

with a sun on his forehead,

showering flashes of lightening

and so they lead him

across the country

and shed daylight to people ...

2nd voice:

05.05

And then myths came and poetry.

Man started perceiving light.

As a painter. As a poet.

05.15

In that way,
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but people perceive it also

in a far more simple way.

Sometimes as warmth.

05.26

Since man separated himself

from the animal kingdom,

he started to subjugate elements.

To have warmth.

05.32

And light, too.

Always on his side.

He could not have enough of it.

05.40

He needed all the time more of it.

Endless need of light

forced him to search for

new sources of light and fuels.

He used a beam, torch, wick,

filament, electricity ...

05.54

A fireplace was not enough

for him anymore.

He built furnaces.

Started to melt metals.

He burned wood, then coal,

then crude oil products.

06.02

But whatever he did,

he used directly or indirectly

energy of the Sun

that stored it for us

into substances and we have learnt

how to change them into energy.
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06.19

He lit the whole Earth.

And started to warm it up.

1st voice:

06.36

But one day a disaster occured.

The little Sunshine Horse

disappeared.

Darkness engulfed the whole country,

people were becoming weaker,

country was becoming poorer,

and death came closer ...

06.54

The king with his army

started to search

for the Sunshine Horse.

They marched through endless,

deep forests until they came

to a small shabby house.

A prophet was sitting at a table

in the house and

reading an open large book.

2nd voice:

07.18

Mankind is now in a similar

situation as that poor king.

It faces the science

offering alternatives

and decisions are necessary.

Or to let operate

only market economy laws
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and continue increasing

consumption beyond control,

07.36

in extensive expoitation

of energy resources

leading to irreversible

changes of environment.

The Earth will wrap itself all the

time more in the deadly veil

of combustion products

that will choke life on it ...

07.55

Or ...

1st voice:

08.00

Your Sunshine Horse was stolen

by an old witch

that has three sons,

said prophet to the king.

Each day one of them

rides your Sunshine Horse.

It is possible to catch them

on one bridge, in the evening only,

when they return home.

08.20

There the king waited

for the oldest son.

Vhen darkness set in and

he heard trodding of the horse,

the king threw a log into his way

and the horse tripped up.
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08.33

The rider fell off the horse

and that so unfortunately

that he broke his neck.

2nd voice:

08.45

Or should mankind turn its back

to development and go back

to initial harmony, to its craddle

... or to a cave perhaphs?

No ...

08.56

That is not acceptable

for any social system

anywhere in the world

and would be a disgrace

of human ambitions ...

1st voice:

09.10

The second son of the witch

was on his way back home

the next evening,

and trodding of his horse

was heard from far away.

But there was nothing to be seen.

09.23

The king stayed under the bridge

until the horse tripped

over the log and

the rider thudded down

with a broken neck.
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He had to wait for the third day.

2nd voice:

09.38

There is just one reasonable way -

called the strategy

of sustainable development.

That means growth of economy

has to go hand in hand

with minimum increase

of energy consumption.

09.45

That means better use of energy.

10.02

Contemporary technology

enables to save

more than one third of energy

even in the most advanced

power engineering.

Vhat could each of us do,

besides selecting more

economical electrical appliances,

bulbs, and

not wasting warmth and light,

seemingly affluent?

10.20

It is important to realize

the man stands in the middle

of circulation of energy

and how dependent he is on it.

10.30

To realize every day, every hour

when switching on an appliance
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or turning water on

what is the price of energy

and how irrecoverable

is its character.

Although an ordinary consumer

does not have

any more expressive motivation

than his conscience.

10.48

So far ...

1st voice:

10.56

The king waited under the bridge

on the third evening,

and suddenly it started to dawn

in the middle of the night.

The third son of the witch

was on his way back,

riding the Sunshine Horse.

Stamping of hooves became slow

and then stopped altogether.

The Sunshine Horse saw the log

on the bridge

and felt death real close.

11.19

The king and the young son

started to fight

with fire and sword,

strangling each other.

And then they turned into flames

and burnt each other.
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11.30

A begger was passing by

and the king asked him

to pour water over the flame

of the witch's son.

He brought a bucket full of water

and did what the king

wanted from him.

And that was the end of the son

of the witch.

11.46

The King vaulted up

on to his Sunshine Horse,

thanked the begger

and took the road home.

2nd voice:

12.01

A lot of efforts will be needed

to catch our Sunshine Horse again.

Any human activity contributes

to energy consumption

and production of waste.

The man is all the time more active

and liquidates more resources,

turning them into things that

sooner or later end in scrap heaps.

12.24

Vhat will convince the man

to reduce his consumption,

to start saving on a large scale?

12.35

Ve plunder our energy
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and raw material resources,

expecting profit

that should maintain

the machinery of our welfare.

12.44

And we are constantly

impairing the balance

given to our planet

in the course

of millions of years by the Sun.

12.52

Man changes the ordered and

usable forms of energy

to products and waste

both not usable

after a certain time.

13.02

He amasses waste products,

useless heat, rubbish

and so the gross social product

that we consider

for the standard of our welfare

becomes the standard

of gradual doom of our environment.

1st voice:

13.31

The happy king returned

to his dark kingdom,

the Sunshine Horse

drove darkness out of there

and all people welcomed them.

The King went to the prophet
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that gave him such a good advice

and wanted to reward him

with one half of his kingdom.

13.53

But the prophet

did not accept anything.

"My house and my book

are enough for me," he said.

14.05

"Vhat I read in the book for you -

you should have and reign happily."

2nd voice:

14.25

The story ends as it should.

And how about mankind ?

14.30

Is it able to maintain a balance,

to develop another economic system,

energy management, and namely

the system of values

ensuring life on this planet

also for our children?

14.44

Let's think about that.

By the way ...

the human intellect

is the ecologically

most clean medium -

even if all the brains of the world

would operate

at one and the same time

and at full speed,
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they would not heat up our planet

even as much as to enable children

to warm up their frozen hands.

15.04

The brain does not even need light,

and it still operates.

15.10

And thus - let us return -

only for a while - into darkness.

And let's think.

One can think even in darkness.

Let us think, so that

we would be left with light ...

E N D


